We examined autobiographical memory performance in two patients with semantic dementia using a novel measure, the Autobiographic Interview [Levine, Svoboda, Hay, Winocur, & Moscovitch (2002). Aging and autobiographical memory: Dissociating episodic from seman retrieval. Psychology and Aging, 17,[677][678][679][680][681][682][683][684][685][686][687][688][689], that is capable of dissociating episodic and personal semantic recall under varying levels of retriev support. Earlier reports indicated that patients with semantic dementia demonstrate autobiographical episodic memory loss following a "rever gradient" by which recent memories are preserved relative to remote memories. We found limited evidence for this pattern at conditions of lo retrieval support. When structured probing was provided, patients' autobiographical memory performance was similar to that of controls. Retesti of one patient after 1 year indicated that retrieval support was insufficient to bolster performance following progressive prefrontal volume lo as documented with quantified structural neuroimaging. These findings are discussed in relation to theories of limbic-neocortical interaction autobiographical memory.
The roles of limbic (hippocampal) and neocortical interactions in remote memory have been hotly debated in recent years. According to the "standard" model of memory consolidation, episodic memories become consolidated in temporal neocortex following a temporary period of storage in the hippocampus, after which the hippocampus is no longer required for storage or for retrieval of these memories (Lechner, Squire, & Byrne, 1999; Squire, Cohen, & Nadel, 1984) . Support for this conclusion is drawn from experimental work confirming Ribot's (1882) observation that some amnesic patients show temporally-graded memory loss whereby consolidated memory for early life events is preserved relative to impaired memory for recent (unconsolidated) events (Bayley, Hopkins, & Squire, 2003; Scoville & Milner, 1957 Moscovitch, 1997) holds that the hi pocampus is involved in episodic memory recall in perp tuity. According to MTT, the hippocampus stores indices pointers to neocortical memory representations. New trac are created each time a memory is reactivated. Older mem ries are less vulnerable to disruption than are recent memori because of their frequent re-instatement and multiply distribut traces.
Semantic dementia (SD) is a form of pre-senile dementia cla sified under the broader category of frontotemporal lobar dege eration (FTLD; Hodges & Miller, 2001; Neary et al., 1998 The behavioral presentation of SD includes marked sema tic memory impairment (e.g., impaired confrontation naming with evidence for relative preservation of episodic memo (Snowden, Griffiths, & Neary, 1994) . This behavioral patte has been linked to lateral temporal neocortical pathology, wi the hippocampus and medial temporal regions relatively pr
